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DRINKING BUDDIES

LEE DANIELS' THE BUTLER

Blurring the line with beer

Olivia Wilde and Jake Johnson toe the line of friendship and romance in latest film

Courtesy of Magnolia Pictures.

By Kirsten Coachman
Can men and women
just be friends? In director
Joe Swanberg’s latest film,
“Drinking Buddies,” main
characters Kate (Olivia Wilde) and Luke (Jake Johnson),
who work together at a craft
brewery, find themselves
having to face that inevitable
question after Kate finds herself suddenly single. When
Luke’s longtime girlfriend
Jill (Anna Kendrick), who

is ready to talk marriage,
heads to Costa Rica, the beer
drinking friends find themselves alone for the weekend.
Wilde is captivating in
her portrayal of Kate. Her
character is the sole woman
working among a group of
men at the brewery, where
she’s “one of the guys,”
which allows for the ease
of her friendship that she
shares with Luke.
The onscreen chemistry
between Wilde and Johnson

Drinking
Buddies
Comedy | Romance. Starring
Olivia Wilde, Jake Johnson and
Anna Kendrick. Directed by
Joe Swanberg. (R. 90 minutes.)

translates to their characters
in a way that feels genuine.
From the playfulness of

their banter to sharing quiet
moments over a beer, it’s
not hard to see how the line
of friendship and romance
could be easily blurred. It’s
definitely a realistic look at
a relationship between two
people, especially two that are
at a crossroads in their lives.
What I really enjoyed
about this film is that the
audience gets to see the
actors truly embody the craft
of acting. What the audience
sees on the big screen is

entirely improvised. Hats
off to Swanberg for allowing
his cast the freedom to
truly breathe life into their
characters.
What’s refreshing
about “Drinking Buddies”
is that it’s very relevant to
today’s popular culture and
the experiences that we, as
humans, go through. During
a moment of alcohol-induced clarity, Kate tells Luke,
“That’s the problem with
heartbreak; is that to you it’s
like an atomic bomb and to
the world, it’s just really cliché, because in the end we all
have the same experience.”
Men and women being
friends isn’t unheard of, but
that doesn’t stop us from
debating whether or not it’s
possible to have a platonic
relationship with the opposite sex. “Drinking Buddies”
keeps the conversation going.

Kirsten Coachman is the
Assignment Editor of the
Academy of Art University
newspaper. Tweet her at
@AAUPaperGirl1.

BLUE JASMINE

Drama. Starring Cate
Blanchett, Alec Baldwin and
Peter Sarsgaard. Directed
by Woody Allen. (PG-13. 98
minutes.)

Words cannot properly define Cate Blanchett’s
groundbreaking work as Jasmine French in this film. Her
performance here is a thing
of awe. Blanchett takes Allen’s
beautifully written script and
breathes even more love and
life into Jasmine. Few actors
truly become a role the way
Blanchett becomes Jasmine.
The performance manages to
be both eccentric and flamboyant while also being, at times,

subtle and subdued. To say Jasmine goes through the whole
gambit of human emotion
would be an understatement.
Allen has created a fascinating and enthralling character that is powerful to behold.
Few writers, sadly enough, can
write a female as expertly as
Allen has written Jasmine. She
is a product of love, care and
true artistry. Allen’s passion for
writing radiates through her.
She is one of the great tragic fe-

males of cinema. The misery of
Kazan and Williams’ Blanche
would love Jasmine’s company.
She is the Norma Desmond of
this generation and yet while
Desmond and Blanche are very
much in Jasmine, as they’re
in each other, she, like them
stands alone. Jasmine is not just
a tribute or a love letter. She is
her own powerful force of tragedy, whose statement is just as
powerful alone as it is with her
fellow damned company.

By Alexandros Anas
“Lee Daniels’ The Butler” revolves around a White
House butler, Cecil Gaines,
who served eight American
presidents throughout the decades, overseeing a tumultuous
period in the United States for
race relations. The film tells its
story well. This is due mostly
to the fantastic performances
by Forest Whitaker, David
Oyelowo and even Oprah
Winfrey. However, the film
merely tells its story, mostly
through an unnecessary and
obstructive narration.
It’s a shame that director
Lee Daniels and writer Danny
Strong aimed for directness.
Very little of the film is told
cinematically and this takes the
wind out of its sails. The film is
saved mostly due to the performances; they breathe life into a
script, that while it is strong in
spats, is for the most part, too
on the nose.
The strongest parts of this
film deal with Cecil Gaines’
family drama, particularly with
his rebellious son, Louis. Louis
is ashamed that his father is a
servant at a time where blacks
in America were oppressed by

Lee Daniels’
The Butler
Biography | Drama. Starring
Forest Whitaker, Oprah
Winfrey and John Cusack.
Directed by Lee Daniels.
(PG-13. 132 minutes.)

the evils of segregation. Louis
wants to fight, while Cecil sees
only danger and death down
that road. Understandably, the
two find themselves in conflict.
Seeing the characters interact
is wonderful and moving,
thanks to the acting and mostly
well-written dialogue.
The chemistry between the
actors is stellar. But even here
the film manages to stumble.
The American presidents are
rarely shown as real people.
Instead, they are characters.
Robin Williams, John Cusack,
Alan Rickman and company
merely imitate the presidents
rather than embodying them.
As a result, Forest Whitaker
easily overshadows them. There
is a humanity missing from
these scenes that could have
helped the film a great deal.

Anne Marie Fox.

The problems facing “Lee
Daniels’ The Butler” are not
unique to this film. How does
one encompass an entire life
- one containing eight presidents no less - into a single
film? Therein lies the problem.
Perhaps the filmmakers should
have been more concerned
with portraying an individual,
rather than encompassing a
life’s worth of experience. There
is a moment early in the film
where we see Cecil Gaines

angry, alone and starving. His
transition to stoic butler is told
through a quick, unsatisfactory
montage. The film is too eager
to rush to its lofty speeches, that
it neglects its main character’s
most significant moments. Had
we seen time and care given to
Cecil’s development, it would
have made the conflict with his
son even more dramatic and
moving. We never really get to
experience Cecil’s transition in
a meaningful way, so while we

know his argument, we don’t
feel it. Criticisms aside, “Lee
Daniels’ The Butler” is aptly
made. It’s just regrettable it
could have been so much better.

Alexandros Anas is an
Academy of Art University
Motion Pictures & Television student. His blog is
online at http://cyniccine.
blogspot.com.

Film invokes a whirlwind of emotions at the theater
Blue Jasmine

Jessica Miglio / Courtesy of Sony Pictures Classic.

Fantastic performances, but film fails to enlist audience sympathy

Tragedy packs a powerful punch

Woody Allen creates a moving tale of lost glamour and identity

By Alexandros Anas

The subversive servant

FRUITVALE STATION

A streetcar named Jasmine
“Blue Jasmine” revolves
around a Blanche Debois-style
character named Jasmine.
After losing her fame, fortune and glamour when her
husband is locked away due to
financial fraud, she reluctantly
turns to her sister living in
San Francisco for assistance.
Jasmine has gotten used to the
glamour of her former life and
she abhors the idea of leaving
it all behind for the quaint,
boring and average life her
sister has.
Jasmine is a thoroughly
reprehensible character, and
Woody Allen doesn’t shy away
from portraying her vanity
and selfishness. Yet while the
film very much condemns Jasmine, it does not ridicule her
or relish in her misery. Yes, the
film does poke fun at her; such
is the fate of being the subject
of an Allen film. While we
can’t help but hate and detest
Jasmine, we also can’t help but
feel for her plight. Allen has
done something remarkable in
taking a despicable character
such as Jasmine and turning
her into an object of pity.
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This is a film that not only
deserves to be seen but also demands to be seen. It is a dark,
powerful and moving work.
It is not only one of the best
films of the year, but it is one of
the best of Woody Allen’s long
and wonderful career. This
film is quite a departure from
his usual playful neuroticism
found in so many of his works.
It is refreshing and amazing
to see an old dog performing
such powerful and unique new
tricks.

Alexandros Anas is an
Academy of Art University
Motion Pictures & Television student. His blog is
online at http://cyniccine.
blogspot.com.

By Alexandros Anas
“Fruitvale Station’s” opening hits like a massive, knockout punch. It starts with the
actual footage of Oscar Grant's
death at the Fruitvale BART
Station. It is through this context that the audience is forced
to experience this film. They
live Oscar's last day and the
final moments of his life with
Fruitvalefilm.com

him. Michael B. Jordan not
only gives a powerful performance, but will fully convince
you that he’s a man that is
not prepared or expecting to
die. The audience becomes
emotionally invested in this
tragedy. We try to find signs
of hope that somehow, it will
end differently. This is the one
small comfort the audience
allows itself.

To watch a man who
you know is going to die live
life as if he has all the time
in the world is an unusual experience. Oscar takes
certain things for granted and
everything he does and sees
becomes much more significant to the audience.
What’s really beautiful
about this film is that it exists
solely as a solemn meditation

on the tragic loss of life and
those affected by it. Though the
film stays away from politics
and outright condemnation,
it is still thoroughly enraging.
As I left the theater, I was in a
whirlwind of emotions.
This film is about the
loss of life and forces us to
confront the consequences of
violence, hatred and anger.
Some critics have called the
portrayal of Oscar “idealized,”
but could anyone say Oscar
deserved his fate? Would that
make Oscar’s death any less
painful? Would it make the
violence any less shocking?
In criticizing the character
of Oscar, a few critics have
missed the most important
element; the way Oscar meets
his end would have been just

Fruitvale Station
Biography | Drama. Starring
Michael B. Jordan, Melonie
Diaz and Octavia Spencer.
Directed by Ryan Coogler. (R.
85 minutes.)

as powerful and just as tragic,
no matter what his portrayal.
The best way to summarize this film’s message is its
final shot (also real footage) of
Tatiana, Oscar Grant’s daughter, sadly mourning her father
at a memorial.
Ryan Coogler has made
a massively staggering debut
film. It is a raw and tense film,
ripe with emotion. It is not a
comfortable film. Today we
are saturated with films full
of destruction and chaos and
little concern is given to the
significance of that destruction. Death and chaos for so
many films serve as nothing
more than an entertainment
tool - a tool that all of us enjoy
our films making use of.
However, it’s amazing to have
a film remind us of the sacred
value of even just one human
life. That such a powerful story
was told with such humility is
something I’m grateful for.
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